False Rape Timeline Live Hangout (33) #MeToo - Bill Cosby And Harvey Weinstein
This was intended to be a live hangout but for technical reasons explained therein reasons perhaps not or not entirely of my own making - it wasn’t. I was profoundly
disappointed with this but would probably have been even more profoundly
disappointed with the turnout had it gone ahead.
I put this video together in the small hours and late afternoon of the same day, ie March
27, 2020. It was advertised as 22.00 hours New York time on March 26, ie 02.00 hours
London time on March 27.
I began with news and related items including the current coronavirus situation,
something I hoped would have increased my viewership.
I mentioned Mike Buchanan’s view on false rape claims made purely for financial
reasons, and how I do not agree with them, at least not in the UK.
I covered the false allegations against Michael Jackson by Robson and Safechuck,
allegations that have been comprehensively debunked.
I mentioned the recently deceased Roy Hudd and how his earliest memory was a
confabulation, something that accounts for probably the vast majority of childhood
sexual abuse allegations by adult women and at times adult men, especially when they
are “triggered” by TV programmes and all manner of things.
I covered the Joel Iacopelli case, a falsely accused Sunday school teacher who has
recently received a half million dollar settlement.
I covered prosecutorial abuse in the United States citing specifically the Brian Banks
case.
And singer-songwriter Duffy whom I mentioned in my previous hangout. I had some
disparaging words for her.
I covered sundry other matters including Shaun Attwood’s promotion of cranks and
liars before turning to the real twin myths - delayed reporting (purported) and tonic
immobility. Delay goes hand-in-hand with drink and drugs.
I mentioned the faux twin myths from a Canadian perspective then the real twin myths,
and the problems that arise with people who generally have little credibility, something
the police have traditionally played on.
Rape trauma syndrome - which does not exist - plays a big part in this. I gave several
examples of false rape allegations based on this, regret sex, and so on, including Harvey

Weinstein, who is still very much in the news. And Joe Biden who is also in the news,
even if he is not on the same planet as the rest of us!

